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Journey with Us
Plan Your Visit

FIND WHY SO MANY PEOPLE CALL RIDGE CHRISTIAN FAMILY

If you'd like to let us know you are coming, please fill out the Plan Your Visit Form and we'll have a coffee waiting for you. If you plan on brining your whole family, please fill out the Pre-register form which will insure that the check-in process will go smoothly and quickly upon your visit at Ridge Christian.

Plan Your VisitPre-register
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Jesus-focused preaching and music in a family friendly environment.

With campuses in Broken Arrow and Coweta, our church family offers Jesus-focused preaching and music in a family friendly environment. Join us for coffee, a time of worship, and community. The journey is important, do it with people you can call family.
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Our church is an multi-generational representation.

Each Sunday, through music, prayer, communion, and Scripture we seek to more closely align ourselves with our Creator and Savior. Come as you are and see what God can do.
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WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
Join our welcoming, family-friendly community where you can be yourself. 

- We are a family friendly, come as you are environment.

- Come early enough to visit our coffee bar and grab a snack.

- Pre-Register you kids so check in is fast and simple.

- Our services are modern, with a respect to timeless classics.

- From shorts and tee shirts to suit and tie - we want you to feel comfortable.

- Our desire is to see God move in your life - come join us on this journey!


Email
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Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.




WORSHIP
SERVICES
Our Worship Services offer something for everyone, leading you into the presence of God. Worship with us at one of our campuses, in Broken Arrow or Coweta. You can expect the same community and similar atmosphere at all locations.

Broken Arrow
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
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Broken Arrow
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
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Coweta
10:30 a.m.
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Coweta
10:30 a.m.
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Online
Sundays
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
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Watch our latest messages
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People Matter!
[image: ]Start Watching
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Values Matter!
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[image: ]EXODUS - Week 3 (Sermon)
This year we deep dive into the book of Exodus. Through some of the greatest stories in history, we find a God who provides through it all and gives us a purpose beyond anything the world has to offer.
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[image: ]EXODUS - Week 2 (Sermon)
This year we deep dive into the book of Exodus. Through some of the greatest stories in history, we find a God who provides through it all and gives us a purpose beyond anything the world has to offer.
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[image: ]EXODUS - Week 1 (Sermon)
This year we deep dive into the book of Exodus. Through some of the greatest stories in history, we find a God who provides through it all and gives us a purpose beyond anything the world has to offer.
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Join our community events
Discover the heart of our church with events that inspire and engage. From events for kids, students, and adults, to group life or discipleship, our events are designed to foster fun, fellowship, and growth in your faith journey. Whether you're looking to connect with others, deepen your spiritual journey, or simply have fun, there's a place for you here. Embrace the fullness of our church life—explore our events and find where you belong.

Explore Events
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Campus & Locations
Times + Locations
Broken Arrow
4010 W New Orleans St Broken Arrow, Oklahoma.
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Get Directions
Coweta
14085 S 296th East Ave Coweta, Oklahoma.
10:30 a.m.
Get Directions
Events
Important Links
Plan Your VisitGiveRequest a PrayerKingdom Kids Preschool

Important Links
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